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Truth is, Earth has ‘naturally’
gone through six ice ages, eg:
2,000 years ago, the Romans
grew grapes in Britain, yet in
1814 the River Thames froze
over and the Victorians held
‘frost fairs’, (which were a cross
between a Christmas market and
an illegal rave) with oxen being
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IS MANKIND IN HOT WATER OR, ARE
WE
SKATING
ON
THIN
ICE?

We are told, climate change,
‘Global Warming’ (or is it Global
Freezing?) Is the biggest issue
facing Mankind, but what’s it
based on? Are we in hot water, or
skating on thin ice. Or is it simply
what we used to called when I
was a lad, ‘The Weather?’

So to that aim we have devised a
‘Global Warning Indicator’. This
low-tech, low maintenance, low
brow scientific instrument, has
been specifically designed to tell
you what the weather will is like
the moment you look at it.
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Mum: What’s the ‘GWI’ doing?
Child: The stone’s soaking wet!
Mum: Better take your anorak,
it’ll be raining when you
get outside.
Child: Thank’s mum.
The only thing we do know about
‘Climate Change’ is that those
scientists who support the
proposition get paid £millions in
the form of research grants from
appreciative governments who
rake in £trillions (from green
taxes) because of their ‘findings’.
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Since man first started to talk, the
second question he asked after
‘how are you?’ was about the
weather and for equally as long
he has been trying to predict it,
using; natural signs, old wives
tales, or farmer's lore-rhymes like
‘Red sky at night, shepherds
delight’ (meaning good weather
will follow) and ‘Red sky in
morning, the barnes on fire’.
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Then in 2008, Al Gore, said:
‘The entire North polarized cap
will disappear in five years’. But
eight years on, it’s still here and
amazingly some scientists have
reported that it’s actually got
bigger!

But joking apart, if you can’t
trust our our inept Met Office,
(or dodgy East Anglia scientists)
how will you personally know if
‘Climate Change’ is real or not?
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Famously, in October 1987 they
failed to notice that a 115mph
hurricane was on it’s way and in
April 2009 they predicted that
Britain was ‘odds-on for a
barbecue summer’, yet it turned
out to be the wettest on record.

Whilst a spokesman for the World
Meteorological
Organisation
said: ‘Delaying action on global
warming for decades, or even
years, is not a serious option’.

It’s so simple to use that even a
child can now predict the
weather. But not only that, this
scientific toy will also teach your
children the skills required to
record data, log seasonal
variations & (more importantly)
what to wear, when they go to
school in the morning. i.e.:

GLOBAL WARNING INDICATOR

For more information on this
amazing product and other things
then please go to our web site at:
www.PlanetReed.London

from eating sweets, because
processed sugar is now the
biggest killers in the Western
World and the consequences are
extraordinary.

What food to buy for your children
so that they don't die before you do

WHY IS IT THAT ALL THE PROCESSED
FOOD PRODUCTS WE BUY FROM
SUPERMARKETS: (TESCO, ASDA,
ICELAND, WAITROSE, LIDL, MARKS &
SPENCER, CO-OP, MORRISONS
SAINSBURY’S, ALDI OR BUDGENS) AND
FAST FOOD JOINTS: (KFC, BURGER
KING,
McDONALDS,
NANDOS,
DOMINOES, SUBWAY, KRISPY KREME OR
PIZZA HUT ETC) CONTAIN TOXIC
CHEMICALS THAT ARE SLOWLY BUT
Geoffrey Reed

roasted on roaring fires,
‘pop-up’ bars and once even an
elephant was marched across
the river at Blackfriers Bridge.
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To assemble your ‘Global
Warning Indicator’ simply insert
the frame into the base (water or
sand can be added for more
stability), then put it on the
window ledge outside. Now look
at the stone and cross reference it
with our weather guide tablet.
It‘s all based on observations:

FACT: Despite obtaining data
from 330 weather stations, 16
radar satellites, plus thousands
of air bases, planes and ships.
The 93 year old British Meteorological Office which employs
1,500 staff and has a budget of
£170million (including £20m in
bonuses), has a poor record on
forecasting our weather.
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SPECIAL
CHAPTER N
RICA
ON AME INE
CUIS

Here in Britain, we no longer
die from the things we once
did: (childbirth, small pox, or
a direct hit from a cannonball), but from 20th Century
diseases
like
Ebola,
HIV/AIDS, or Polonium 210
poisoning
and
from
self-inflicted frivolous capers
like smoking, cliff jumping,
or taking ‘recreational’ drugs.

For not only do we risk a
prolonged death from obesityrelated diseases (heart disease,
diabetes 2 and cancer), but the
ensuing epidemic will first
bankrupt the NHS, (which is
already on the critical list) and
then Great Britain PLC, leaving
millions of disabled people in
its wake before destabilising the
whole of the modern world.

So, why are we sleepwalking
into a problem that is too
alarming to contemplate and
why isn’t our government doing
anything about it? The answer is
However, today, whilst one more astounding than you think,
half of the world is starving to because our Prime Minister gets
death because they have no paid £millions by the supermarfood, here in Britain the kets and fast food restaurants to
biggest cause of early death is allow it!

ARE SUPERMARKETS EVIL?
www.aresupermarketsevil.co.uk

